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ABSTRACT

To address the relative effectiveness of aerial charges compared with
surface charges ll in producing snow avalanches, control route data
obtained from Bridger Bowl Ski Area was used to determine percentage
values for each delivery method with respect to appropriate parameters.
These parameters include release occurrences, size of the slide, percent
of the total avalanche that slid and the layers penetrated. Two pound and
four pound charges were considered. The results indicate that two pound
air charges are more effective at releasing avalanches than two pound
hand charges,while for four pound charges both delivery methods perform
equally. Neither the delivery method nor the size of the charge seems to
effect the size of the avalanche. The layers penetrated are influenced by
the size of the charge but not seemingly by the delivery method. Lastly
the air charges release a greater % of the total avalanche path than hand
charges.

1. INTRODUCTION

Aerial detonated charges have seen an increase in use over the last
decade in avalanche control· work. One reason for this increase is that
many professionals believe that air blasts are more effective at
producing slides than charges which detonate in the snowpack. This paper
is a simple evaluation of avalanche control records from Bridg-er Bowl Ski
Area in Montana which gives some indication of the effectiveness of the
aerial detonated charges as compared with charges exploded in the
snowpack. Avalanche control records over a two year period for the
winters 1988-1989 and 1989-1990 were used to obtain a total of 1,363

I Graduate student, Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics, Montana State University,
Bozeman, Montana 59717
II Surface charge denotes a hand thrown charge which may detonate on or below the snow
surface.
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data points. Two pound and four pound charges were considered for both
the air and surface shots. The data points have the following breakdown.

2 pound: 754 - surface
366 - air

4 pound: 116 - surface
127 - air

No attempt was made to structure these data points with regard to
parameters such as aspect, slope angle, snowpack conditions, etc. It is
felt that the evaluation of a large data set would be representative of the
general effectiveness of the delivery. Comparisons were made in the
following areas: release occurrences, size of the slide, percent of the
total avalanche that slid and the layers penetrated, they are defined as
follows. Release occurrences are simply the number of slides which
occurred compared with the number of charges which were delivered. The
size of an avalanche is designated with a number scale ranging from 1 to
5. The size classification is based on the concept that size should convey
an estimate of the volume of snow that is transported down the avalanche
path rather than an estimate of threat to life or property. The percent of
the total avalanche that slid is an estimate of the percent of the total
avalanche path affected by the avalanche considered. This parameter is
considered in four percentage distributions, (0 - 25) %, (26 - 50) %, (51 
75) % and (76 - 100) %. The layers penetrated is a measure of whether the
fracture line of an avalanche penetrates only into the newly deposited
snow from the current or most recent storm or it penetrates deeper into
an old snow layer or layers. Part 2 considers two pound. charges and Part
3 evaluates the performance of four pound charges.

2. TWO POUND CHARGES

Figure 1 shows the distribution of release occurrences for the air
and surface charges. 85% of the air blasts produced avalanches while only
65% of the surface charges produced releases thus indicating that the air
charges are more effective by 20% in producing avalanches.
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SURFACE AIR

• release

• no release

Figure ,1: Release distribution of air and surface charges.
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Figure 2: Size distribution

For the slopes which released Figure 2 shows the size distribution
for the air and surface charges. While we see that air charges are slightly
more effective in the 1 to 2 size range and hand charges more effective by
roughly the same amount in the 2 to 3 size range, both delivery methods do
produce a very similar size distribution. This result suggests that the
method of delivery has an insignificant influence on the size of the
avalanche. A previous paper by J. Juergens (see ISSW. Proceedings, 1984)
which was a more controlled analysis but with fewer data points shows
more disparity in the size distribution between the delivery methods. The
lack of agreement in this area would suggest further investigation.

Figure 3 shows the distribution for the penetration of the fracture
line and by one of those statistical coincidences shows identical
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percentage distributions for both delivery methods. The interpretation of
this result is not straight forward. Using this by itself one could
conclude that neither delivery method is very effective at affecting weak
layers deep in the snowpack since virtually all the slides were new snow.
However the practice of controlling the mountain after every significant
storm effectively eliminates the weak layers which would otherwise form
many of the deep snowpack instabilities, therefore raising the possibility
that there are few or no deep weak layers to affect. Without additional
information it is difficult to come to any sort of justifiable conclusion.

SURFACE AIR

• new layers penetratred

• old layers penetrated

Figure 3: Layers penetrated by fracture line for two
pound charges

Finally we consider the percent of the total avalanche that slid.
Referencing Figure 4 we see that the charges detonated in the air are more
effective at affecting a greater percent of the total avalanche path by a
small margin.
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Figure 4: Distribution of % of total avalanche that slid.

3. FOUR POUND CHARGES

The next part of this analysis makes the same comparisons as part 2
but with four pound charges instead of two pound. The interpretation of
the results for four pound charges is based on the assumption that use of a
four pound charge indicates a snowpack in which weak layers are more
difficult to trigger than the snowpack in which two pound charges are
used. Attempts to interpret the data without the above assumption leads
to nonjustifiable conclusions.

Figure 5 shows that there is a similar release ratio for both
methods of delivery with the four pound bombs. The data suggests that
for weak layers which are difficult to release the delivery method is
inconsequential.
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SURFACE AIR

• release

II no release

Figure 5: Release distribution for four pound charges
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Figure 6: Size distribution for four pound charges

In Figure 6 the size distribution is given for four pound bombs. Although
the aerial charges are slightly more effective in the number 2 size range
the difference is not substantial implying the delivery method is
insignificant in the avalanche size distribution for hard to release
snowpacks.

The results for the layers penetrated by four pound bombs is
represented in Figure 7. Once again a similar performance is obtained for
both delivery methods. Notice that the four pound charge is more
effective at penetrating through to old layers than the two pound charge
even on frequently controlled slopes. With other evidence this could
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support the idea that penetration to old layers is done more effectively by
increasing the charge rather than by changing the delivery method.

SURFACE AIR

• new layers penetrated

• old layers penetrated

Figure 7: Layers penetrated by fracture line

Figure 8 shows the distribution for the % of total avalanche that slid
for the four pound bombs. These results imply that for hard to trigger
slopes aerial detonation is more effective at releasing a greater portion
of the avalanche path than hand charges.
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Figure 8: Distribution of % of total avalanche that slid for four pound
charges.
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4. DISCUSSION

The analysis indicates that two pound. charges detonated in the air
produce more avalanches than two pound charges which detonate in the
snowpack. It is known that aerial charges have a greater effective range
than charges which explode in the snow pack (Gubler,1977). Thus the fact
that air charges stress a greater surface area could explain the more
effective release ratio. However consideration of Figure 5 reveals a
markedly different release ratio for the four pound charges, indicating
that for hard to release slopes both delivery methods perform equally.
Caution should be exercised when comparing two pound and four pound
charge data. Because the state of the snowpack is conceivably so
different, straight across comparisons of the data could be misleading.
With this in mind it seems appropriate to be conservative in making any
hard and fast conclusions when comparing the data for two and four pound
charges. Figures 2 and 6 indicate that for two and four pound bombs
respectively neither method is substantially more effective than the other
in producing bigger slides. Most likely the size of the avalanche is
determined primarily by current snowpack conditions and the delivery
method has little influence..Figure 3 does not lend itself to obvious
interpretation and leaves open the possibility that the delivery method
may still affect the penetration. Figure 7 however seems to indicate that
this is not the case since penetration is similar for both delivery methods.
Comparisons between Figure 3 and Figure 7 do show that the bigger charge
is more effective at penetrating to old layers. Figure 4 and Figure 8 show
that the aerial charge is more effective in releasing a greater % of the
total avalanche path than hand charges for both size charges.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The results of this investigation suggest that air charges are more
effective than hand charges for slopes with a "normal " degree of
instability, however for hard to release slopes the two delivery methods
seem to perform equally. The size of the avalanche is influenced little by
the delivery method or the size of the charge. The penetration of the
fracture line to old layers seems to be a function of the size of the charge
rather than the method of charge delivery. Finally, air charges release a
greater % of the total avalanche path than hand charges.
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